Grace
I really appreciate that I have been in TNC big family
for more than 10 years. Many thanks to everyone who
is with the family and support this big family. Everyone
is trying to bring nice things to TNC. You make TNC a
great place to work.
Thanks to HR team (Alicia, Eric, Evonne, Jerry), make
things running so well every day, from a bottle of
water to a delicious meal. From a Food-day to the
Team trip.
Thanks to DM (Baohua, Ben, Blaise, Joanna) take a
lot of responsibility to work with different perspective.
Thanks to everyone. A single line of code you wrote
formed our products.
You guys just are amazing. I am so grateful to work
with you.

November 15, 2017 at 5:15 pm

Daniel Blam
Thanks to all the people supporting and
helping in the last year to make the
transition to Shanghai as smooth as
possible especially but not exclusively
Moritz, Grace, Alicia, Evonne, Jerry and
Eric. And of course to my better half Mia
which still can stand me every day.

November 13, 2017 at 11:27 am

Billy
Thanks to the team supporting and
wonderful team trips.
Thanks to the company providing a such
nice working environment.
Thanks to our chiefs providing us those
delicious foods.
Many many thanks…

November 13, 2017 at 2:32 pm

Michelle
Thanks to all the people helping and
teaching me a lot in the last year. I
have a very good time in our big TNC
family and looking forward to our next
next next … years in this lovely place
~~~ >3<

November 13, 2017 at 2:39 pm

Joe
Thanks for the AWESOME Food day.
You guys are all 辛苦了.
Please forgive me for the poor English.
I Love you ALL

November 13, 2017 at 2:36 pm

Vicki
Thanks to all P Team members, you’ve helped me
a lot since I was pregnant. Also thanks for your
understanding and give me time to recover when I
came back to work. Luckily with you I can balance
my baby and my work and feel happy everyday.
Especially thanks to Joanna and Billy. You do good
job for the projects and also give me help, I learnt a
lot from you :)
And thanks to TNC, a such warm family ~!

November 13, 2017 at 2:40 pm

Tianwen
I’d like to thank my team members
especially Baohua. It is great pleasure to
work with you guys. This year is a hard
year for me. Thank you all, sincerely. ORZ

November 13, 2017 at 3:03 pm

Carina
I am thankful for all the wonderful
people in my life in and outside of
work. This year has presented a lot of
opportunities for me to connect and
make new friends. I appreciate the
support and openness from the
company. Thank you :)

November 13, 2017 at 4:32 pm

Luke
As a new one, I am lucky to be one of the
TNC family!
For these three month, I got so much help
from each one.
I’d like to thank HR team members for caring,
thank my team members for helping me to
adapt my role,
and thank our chefs for every delicious meal！
Thank you all!

November 13, 2017 at 4:20 pm

Oscar
Thank you, xiao hong!

November 13, 2017 at 4:27 pm

Aaron
Thanks to all in the KOKO team that
helped push the Android application to
release this year.
Thanks to the HR team for helping with
visas.
Thanks to the Lunch Crew.
Thanks to Stack Overflow for being there
when I need you.

November 14, 2017 at 3:02 pm

Evonne
Many many thanks to my dearest HR team.
Grace, you are always a great leader,
supporter and inspiration to us.
Eric, Alicia and Jerry, thank you soooooooo
much for your warm help when I’m new here.
Chef Xiaohong and Chef Xue, thank you for
daily well-prepared food.
Thanks to Blaise, Baohua, Ben and Joanna.
You guys let me have deeper understanding of
our positions. It becomes much easier to get
good candidates with your guidance.
In a word, I feel so lucky to be a member of
TNC.

(*¯︶¯*)

November 14, 2017 at 6:01 pm

Lina
I have learned a lot in the past
year.
Thanks to everyone’s help and
tolerance.

November 15, 2017 at 4:29 pm

Joanna
Firstly I would say thank you to the three brothers to found TNC in Shanghai, with the nice working
environment and yummy free lunch, it’s brilliant to have a kitchen in company, thank you Xiaohong and
Chef Xue to provide the healthy and yummy food for us every working day, thank you HR team for all the
activities and caring, you guys are kind of soul in TNC. ^_^
Secondly I would thank Bobby, Huoyan, Grace and Samuel who gave me this opportunity to work and
grow in TNC. Thanks for Blaise’s help in the beginning of my career life in TNC. Thank you Benjamin and
Baohua, you guys always can give me good suggestions or inspire me in the weekly meeting.
Thirdly I want to thank my dating framework teammates, you guys are awesome, thank you for all your
great support and hard working, we achieved goals together and enjoyed team trip together like a family.
Thanks for sysadmin and service team’s support, thanks for service team, K team and koko team’s
awesome demos this year which give us more information and inspiration.
Last but not least I want to thank my family, thanks to my parents-in-law who help me taking care of my
son then I can balance my work and life better, thank my son to choose me as his mum to grow together,
thank my husband’s support and love.
Happy Thanksgiving!

November 21, 2017 at 12:26 pm

Doto
I'm grateful to be surrounded by
wonderful people in such lovely working
environment. Thanks to all of you guys
for being in my life and help making it
colorful. God bless you all.

November 21, 2017 at 2:36 pm

Baohua
I’d like to say thanks to all TNCers.
My life is colorful because of you! Especially thanks
to Koko team. You are amazing!
Thanks to DM team. It’s glad to work with you!
得君之所助 青云如闲步 感此莫大德 必报涌泉处

November 21, 2017 at 4:36 pm

Archer
Thanks the chefs, ayi, and the
whole hr team providing such a
nice environment for us.

November 22, 2017 at 6:05 pm

Ying
I'm thankful to have a TNC family who
takes eating as serious as I do. :P

November 22, 2017 at 6:23 pm

Daniel Zhu
Thank you for making me get fatter and fatter through eating delicious food and fresh fruits... I still need
to keep weight as my wife's command... it's too difficult for TNCers to accomplish..
Thank you for organizing all the Food Day and OOO Day.
Thank you for the ice cream in summer
Thank you for the medicines, so that we can use it as soon as we need it...
Thank you for the old Eval system, as the table always jumping again and again when it's trying to show
different tips and it reject the number like 4.6, 4.7, 4.3
Thank you for the e-days system, cost 13.7 pound for each person per year, we have to wait for its
infinite loading everytime, BTW, should thanks to TNC provides us so many holidays...
Need to say a big THANK YOU to K team, we owned good memory with nice team members working
together for over 1 year already. Maoqiu and Atta makes us happy and smile all the time when they walk
around at office.
Also need to say thank you to Julius, Kristina and Nikola in Spain.
We got a lot of memories here, and will get more in the future. Let's get started for the party...

November 22, 2017 at 5:56 pm

Phoenix
I do want to say BIG THANK YOU to
everyone either we worked closely
together, or learned a lot from you, or got
a lot help from you, or benefit a lot from
your work, or we had good times
together, or we just said a few hello, or
sit not far during lunch, or it was just
several remote smiles, or just couple of
emails, or just saw your name on slack
or somewhere but knowing that everyone
has been working hard for a same goal
and each of you is so nice to work with.
Thank you!

November 22, 2017 at 6:14 pm

